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where e is the modulus of 31, and pi and <r\ are in R. 
in which case
Consider the form
The signs of pi, m and -picn are the same if and only if pi<0, cri < 0. But we have taken a 2 < 0, whence -a 2 > 0 and has a sign different from that of pi < 0. The signs of the coefficients of q are therefore not all alike and they are all different from zero when 21 and 33 are division algebras. But every indefinite quadratic form in five variables is a null form* so that there exist integers ai,---, «5, not all zero, for which q = 0. Let «12, a 22y • • •, «52 be any set of integer solutions of q = 0. The quantity p / = «42P2 +a 5 2 2 (T 2 is a rational integer equal to a^pi+ce^^i-«L^iPi-The quantities
have the properties that We shall now discuss a necessary and sufficient condition that any two generalized quaternion division algebras 21 and 33 be equivalent. We take the pair in the canonical form (12), (13). Suppose that 21 and 33 are equivalent so that there exists a (1-1) correspondence between the quantities of 21 and 33 which is preserved under addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication. The modulus e of 21 will correspond to the modulus E of 33. Let 5 in 21 correspond to /, and / correspond to /. Then for rational Xi,X 2 ,X 3 . Let first X 2 and X 3 be not both zero. Then if
we have /is= -sh, h^Oe, and
For we may evidently use here the proof (10), (11) Hence we may add the word "reciprocal" to the above.
